Oilmen’s Options

Single System in Rear Cabinet

1404R Neptune Meter, Hannay Reel Out the Curb Side, Betts 3 Compartment Manifold with Suction/Gravity Point & 30 Gallon Clearing Tank

1202R Liquid Controls Meter, Hannay Reel Facing the Rear with Hose Guide, 2" Betts Wet-R-Dri Valves

1403R Liquid Controls Meter, Hannay Reel Out the Rear, 2" Betts Wet-R-Dri Valves

1502S Liquid Controls Meter with Electronic Register, Hannay Reel Out the Rear with 2" Pump Off Between Meter and Reel, Side Pipe Lines

"We’ve been buying from Oilmen’s Truck Tanks for 15 years because they’re just fair with you. They give you good stuff. NEVER had a problem.

They shop to get the most competitive price. I can actually buy a truck cheaper through Oilmen’s than I can from a local dealer because of the volume of business they do.

— Richard H., Fernandina Beach, FL

Serving Satisfied Customers Since 1951
Dual Systems in Rear Cabinet

**2240R** Dual Liquid Controls Meters, Dual Hannay Reels Out the Rear, Rear Pipe Lines with Betts Wet-R-Dri Valves

**2407S** Dual Liquid Controls Meters, Dual Hannay Reels Out the Rear, Dual Pump Off Lines, Side Pipe Lines, Clutch Shift PTOs in Rear

**2408S** Dual Liquid Controls Meters, Dual Hannay Reels, Single Curb Side Pump Off, Side Pipe Lines, Clutch Shift PTO in Rear

**2409S** Dual Liquid Controls Meters, Dual Hannay Reels, Dual Pump Offs, Side Pipe Lines

**2404R** Dual Liquid Controls Meters, Dual Hannay Reels Out the Rear, Rear Pipe Lines with OPW Dry Breaks, Dual Pump Off Lines

**2201S** Dual Liquid Controls Meters, Dual Hannay Reels Out the Side, Dual Pump Offs, Side Pipe Lines, Clutch Shift PTOs in Rear

**Performance Guaranteed!**

Let Us Design and Custom Build a Tank for You!  |  OILMEN’S TRUCK TANKS, INC.  |  800-859-8265
Dual Systems in Rear Cabinet - Electronic Registers

2500R Dual Liquid Controls Meters, Mid Com Registers, Mechanical Presets, Rear Pipe Lines, Rear Clutch Shift PTOs

2506S Dual Liquid Controls Meters, LCRII Registers, Electronic Preset, Rear Clutch Shift PTO

2707S Dual Liquid Controls Meters, LCRII Register, Electronic Preset, Hannay Reels with Hose Rollers, Side Pipe Lines

2503S Dual Liquid Controls 3” Meters, LCRII Registers, Electronic Preset Valve, Hannay Reels with Hose Rollers, Dual Pump Offs

2508S Dual Liquid Controls Meters, LCRII Register, Electronic Preset, Hannay Reels, Dual Pump Off, Clutch Shift Rear PTO, Rear Throttle

2509S Dual Liquid Controls Meters, LCRII Registers, Electronic Preset Valves, Dual Hannay Reels w/Dual Guide Master, Dual Pump Off Lines & Clutch Shift Rear PTOs

Serving Satisfied Customers Since 1951
Oilmen’s Options

Single and Dual Systems in Side Cabinets

2201SC Liquid Controls Meter, Hannay Reel, Clutch Shift PTO in Cabinet, Fold Up Cabinet Door

1400SC Liquid Controls Meter, Hannay Reel, Pump Off Line

2400SC Liquid Controls Meters, (1) 3", (1) 2" Custom Manifold, Reels in Road Side Cabinet, Air Emergency Valves, Clutch Shift PTO, Side Cabinet Mounted PTOs

2501SC Dual Liquid Controls Meters, LCRll Registers, Electronic Preset Valve, Dual Hannay Reel, Clutch Shift PTO, Split Fold Up and Down Door

2500SC Dual Liquid Controls Meters, Dual LCRll Registers, Electronic Preset Valves, Air Emergency Valves, Dual Hannay Reels, Pump Off Line

I am pleased with the relationship our company has enjoyed with Oilmen’s for over 25 years.

The quality of their product and the expertise of their personnel is a testimony to their commitment to our industry.

Oilmen’s has consistently given us a quality product which greatly contributed to our success.

— Mike L., Jacksonville, FL

Performance Guaranteed!
Let Us Design and Custom Build a Tank for You! | OILMEN’S TRUCK TANKS, INC. | 800-859-8265
Reel Options

**2501S** (4) Hannay Reels, All Facing Rear, Dual Liquid Controls Meters with LCRII Registers, Air Emergency Valves

**2501S** (4) Hannay Reels, (2) Out the Side, (2) Out the Rear, Dual Liquid Controls Meters, LCRII Registers, Electronic Presets, Dual Pump Off Lines, Rear Clutch Shift PTOs

**2502S** (4) Hannay Reels, (2) 1-1/2" Out the Side, (2) " Out the Rear, Dual Liquid Controls Meters, LCRII Registers, Electronic Presets, (1) Pump Off Line

Bikini Options

**1403S** Single Liquid Controls Meter, Single Hannay Inverted Hose Reel and Pump Off Line

**2504S** Dual Liquid Controls Meters, LCRII Registers, Electronic Preset Valve, Dual Inverted Hannay Hose Reels, Dual Pump Off Lines

**2512S** Dual Liquid Controls Meters, LCRII Registers, Electronic Preset, Dual Pump Off, Special Hose Roller Rack and Nozzle Boot

_Serving Satisfied Customers Since 1951_
Oilmen’s Options

Pump Off Line Options

- Single Weights and Measures Approved Pump Off Between Meter and Reel in Side Cabinet
- Dual Pump Off Prior to the Meter (Prior to the meter Weights and Measures is not an issue.)
- Dual Weights & Measures Approved Pump Off Between Meter and Reel in Rear – One Each Side
- Dual Weights and Measures Approved Pump Off Between Meter and Reel Both in the Rear
- Side Access Single Weights and Measures Approved Pump Off
- Dual Purpose Single Weights and Measures Approved Pump Off

Performance Guaranteed!
Let Us Design and Custom Build a Tank for You! | OILMEN’S TRUCK TANKS, INC. | 800-859-8265